
          
 
 
         May 31, 2016 
Eli Ilano  
Tahoe National Forest Supervisor 
c/o NEPA Contractor 
P.O. Box 2729 
Frisco, CO 80443 
 
Sent via US Mail and Email to scoping_comment@squawalpinegondola-eis.com 
 
Dear Supervisor Ilano: 
 
The following comments are from Wilderness Watch on the Squaw Valley to 
Alpine Meadows Base-to-Base Gondola Project scoping letter, which will be within 
the external boundary of the Granite Chief Wilderness and virtually right on the 
boundary of the public land in the Wilderness itself. Wilderness Watch is a national 
nonprofit wilderness conservation organization dedicated to the protection and 
proper stewardship of the National Wilderness Preservation System. As such, we 
are very concerned about this proposal. 
 
Wilderness 
 
The scoping materials state:  
 
While only one quarter of the proposed lift would be located on NFS lands, a 
segment of the lift, located on private property, would cross through the 
congressionally designated boundary of the Granite Chief Wilderness (GCW). 
However, the Wilderness Act does not apply to private property and this private 
property is not managed, maintained, or considered part of the GCW. 
 
This is misleading, given the language of the 1984 California Wilderness Act and 
the fact the official wilderness website for the agencies—wildernerss.net—shows 
the area within the wilderness boundary. Congressional intent in the California 
Wilderness Act is clear: 
 
Within sixty days of the date of enactment of this title, the Secretary of Agriculture 
shall enter into negotiations to acquire by exchange all or part of any privately 
owned lands within the national forest wilderness areas designated by this title. 
Such exchange shall to the maximum extent practicable be completed within three 
years after the date of enactment of this title. The Secretary is authorized to acquire 
such lands by means other than exchange, beginning three years after the date of 
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enactment of this title. Acquisition shall be only with the concurrence of the owner. Values 
shall be determined without reference to any restrictions on access or use which arise out 
of designation as a wilderness area. (Emphasis added.) 

 
For whatever reasons, that area has not yet been acquired. However, that is clearly the intent of 
Congress.  
 
The impacts to the Wilderness must not only be assessed but also given deference in the 
decision-making process. The California Wilderness Act of 1984 contains no buffer zone 
language. As such, the agency has an affirmative duty to protect the Granite Chief Wilderness. 
 
Installation of this structure, which is only 80 feet from the boundary of the national forest land 
designated Wilderness, would have a profound negative impact on the Wilderness. Installation of 
the Gondola where it is proposed would also permanently preclude adding this land to the 
Wilderness, which Congress intended would occur. Such a structure is incompatible with 
Wilderness. 
 
EIS Analysis  
 
The Forest Service must objectively consider a range of alternatives, including no-action, for this 
proposal. Alternatives that do not cross the external wilderness boundary or other options that 
would not involve impacts to the existing Wilderness and/or the construction of new facilities on 
the national forest should be evaluated. Indeed, such options would be preferable to the currant 
proposal.  
 
The purpose and need cannot be so narrowly construed as to preclude other reasonable 
alternatives. Currently, skiers can move, via shuttle or ground vehicle, from one ski resort to the 
other. It is only a few miles via car. Thus, the EIS must analyze whether it is reasonable or legal 
to expect the Wilderness and public interest to be diminished by a proposal from a corporate 
special interest. 
 
The impacts to the Wilderness must be fully considered. This would include but not be limited to 
the impacts on the Wilderness from the structure and associated facilities (the exploders), 
including visibility and noise, the impacts to wilderness visitors in the Five Lakes area, the 
impacts to natural processes, and the impact to species which may use the Wilderness. Will a 
minimum requirements decision guide be prepared for this project? 
 
Other impacts to the Wilderness and the national forest must be considered from this proposal. 
Will use increase at these resorts? What are the impacts from this increased use? 
 
Giving such a controversial and sensitive proposal to a contractor to do the EIS—the same 
contractor that was selected by the proponent to design their gondola--raises serious concerns 
about conflict of interest. In the best of circumstances, private contractors are not accountable to 
the citizens of this country, the owners the national forests. The agency should avoid any conflict 
of interest and avoid the appearance that the NEPA process is a pro-forma exercise. 
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Summary 
 
The Forest Service has an obligation to the citizens of this country to act in the public interest. 
From what we have seen, this proposal is unnecessary. The two resorts are a short drive via 
automobile or shuttle from each other. Also, other alternatives exist for a gondola route that 
don’t involve as much of the national forest or the Wilderness.  
 
Please keep us updated on this proposal. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Gary Macfarlane 
Board Member 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


